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Mark’s Ferny Thoughts
Welcome to the third edition of the S.E. Group Newsletter.
It is looking like this may well be the last one produced under the cloud of COVID restrictions and that
we might be able to end this year with, at least one meeting, and be back to normality next year. In which
case, lots of work for Julian and Peter!
This year I seem to be seeing the results of a couple of very dry years, several of my mature ferns
have, where I have been lucky, deteriorated badly, or , where unlucky, seem to have outright died. One example is the three Polystichum munitum plants I had, all mature, had them at least 5 years, all looking dead.
No sign of any new fronds this year at all! A similar story with my 3 largest ‘Bevis’, including the one I
brought from my previous garden. I am not hoicking them out yet as I have had other ferns play dead for a
couple of years, then put out a small frond (possibly just a stray spore germinating)—I don’t care, I will accept either to keep the fern! For once, I hope I am alone in this.
At least this year, so far, does not look like its going to be a dry one!

More (nearly) wild Cytomiums
Many years ago I
spotted a couple
of little Cytomiums growing out
of the wall by a
basement flat
along Hastings
sea front, opposite what was,
then, the swimming pool. Last
week, as we
went down to
the pier, I
thought I would
wander along
and see if they
were still there.
The flat owner
was hanging out
his washing, so I
asked if I could
take a photo of
the ferns, which he was happy to allow. Fortunately, he appreciates having a bit of green to look out on, so there is no danger of them being removed while he is living there.

Spotlight on: Araiostegia

Part 2
Following from the
first part of this, I heard
from Alison Paul, and others, on line, confirming that

Araiostegia parvipinnata
was almost certainly an error for parvipinnula and
that this was, indeed the
same as perdurans, so
reducing my collection
somewhat!

Now that hymenophyl-

loides is in frond, I must
admit that I can see very
little difference between the

Araiostegia perdurans in the garden

fronds of this and perdur-

ans. Possibly a little mor
delicate, if I look really hard.
Of course, its possible that

what I have been given as hymenophylloides, is just another perdurans and the real thing is quite different. I have seen a
photo on Pinterest purporting to be hymenophylloides but this looks completely different, and I am not convinced this is correctly named. If it is, then I most definitely do not have this species. In fact, it is beginning to look as if my collection is rapidly
heading to a sum total of 1 species, and not a particularly variable species at that! Still, it is a beautifully, delicate fern, well
worth growing in my opinion.

There does not seem
to be much readily
available information
on this genus,. There
appears to still be
some dispute as to
the legitimacy of it
being split from Davallia, with some
botanists not recognising the genus.
The on-line resource,
The Plant List gives
22 species of which
16 are “accepted”
with a 2 out of 3 star
confidence rating,
and 6 names as
“unresolved” .

Single frond from the garden.

Ariostegia parvipinnula
(perdurans) in the greenhouse with the far left frond
being from the piece of the
named perdurans moved in
from the garden for comparison before I had it confirmed that they were the
same thing.

Fronds on the Ariostegia hymenophylloides
in the greenhouse.
Slightly wider pinnae at the base, slightly
more open ppearance and tapering slightly
more towards the tip, or is that just my hopeful imagination?
I suspect the latter.

The “self-sown” Ariostegia. It seems to
have proportionally narrower fronds, actually looking like they have been clipped,
but otherwise very similar to all the rest.
I started this thinking I had 3 species and
hoping I had 4. Now I suspect I only have 1
Doing newsletters is damaging to one’s
collection!

Diary Dates Looking a bit more probable now!
Some dates to note for future group events:
25th and 26th September Cultivar Group meeting at Bexhill (my garden), Sevenoaks and Kemsing. It is strongly
suggested that accommodation not be booked until closer to the date.
Please note— cancellation is still a possibility, but we hope not!

I would like to add a personal note on this meeting. I have built up quite a stock of surplus sporelings over the past
couple of years—species and cultivars, more than I have pots, bags or labels for, so if you think you might fancy
adding to your collections, please bring some small bags and labels of some sort, or you are going to have to rely
on your memories and/identification skills.
Steve Munyard will also be bringing along any plants from Mick Craddock’s collection that he has not found
homes for. From what I have seen, there are some fabulous plants that are likely to be available, which will help
to keep Mick’s memory alive in all our gardens.

A Fern Bed with a Difference
Publishing photos of my wife and my sleeping arrangements is not something I generally do, but knowing that many of
you expand your fern interests out beyond just growing the plants, to fern-inspired items, I thought you might be interested
in this bed set that Rose found in Primark a few weeks ago.

Local field trip—The

Royal Rock Climbers of Hastings.

Some twenty odd years ago, while wandering around the steps and back alleyways of Hastings during my lunchtime, I found myself, rather to my surprise up by Hastings Castle, even more surprising was finding Osmunda regalis growing there, not only at the base of the rocks but actually on the cliff face. I kept meaning to suggest this
as part of a S E Group meeting, but never quite remembered at the right time.
While thinking about what to do for this edition I realised that I hadn’t checked this site for many, many years, so
it seemed a good opportunity to kill two birds with one stone.
Originally the Osmunda grew on the west facing side, opposite the castle while on the north side was one very
stunted Blechnum spicant—it was Blechnum when I spotted it so a last use of that name seems appropriate.
As you see from the first photo, the west side is now totally overgrown, I wasn’t going to try to fight through he
brambles to see if there was anything ferny remaining, not even for you.

When I first arrived up there, I was rather worried that they had all disappeared, but, again as you can see, they
have turned the corner.
The largest plant, just on the edge of the overgrown section is much larger than the mature plants from years ago
and that’s not just because of age. This particular plant was not there on my previous visits.
The original Blechnum has gone but as you can see, there is now a good Struthiopteris spicant which is further
along from the original, plus I found a young plant doing very well.
There are also many sporelings and young plants of Osmunda there so, as long as the council don’t suddenly get
all tidy minded, their future looks reasonably secure.
The only other fern in this locality that I saw then and now is Dryopteris dilatata, with a couple of mature plants,
one growing under a Pampas grass that has gone wild.

Having made the trip to see the Osmunda I decided to check on another local rarity that I had also not visited for
many years, in the hope that, if I found it, it could make the subject of the field trip in the next edition. I did, so it
will!
The photo below is a little taster for you and a bit of identification practice!

I hope you found something of interest in this edition and I hope to see as many as possible of you in
September.

Normally when hosting a meeting I would spend the previous week trying to tidy the garden up and
make things look as good as possible. This time I will be on a family holiday with my elderly relatives in
Somerset the week before, coming back on the Friday. So I give you fair warning, the perfect, pristine
garden you have never yet seen from me, you will continue to not see, you will just see even less of it
this time! Of course, its really a cunning plan to make Julian’s fabulous garden look even better .

If you have any ideas for future editions or would like to contribute something (please) for the next
one, I will be very happy to accept it.
You can email me on: markgborder@btinternet.com

